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Portfolio of Work (P12)



The first think I did here was draw out an 
area of the map in pencil to create the basic 
idea for it. My goal was to create a map with 
lakes, rivers, hills and other elements. After 
this drawing, I recreated it digitally inside of 
Photoshop. With the digital map, I included 
contours to help suggest how high the world 
needs to be in places, this aids in the world 
development as the designer can easily see 
where the hills lie or how deep the ocean 
should be.

Technical Process 1 - Map Design

Hand Drawn Map 
of Barrowcoast

Digitally Drawn Map 
of Barrowcoast



Technical Process 1 - In Engine

Top view of the Barrowcoast landmass

Perspective view of the Barrowcoast landmass

Distant view of the Barrowcoast landmass

In-game view of the Barrowcoast landmass



One-point perspective has 
three parallel vertical lines, 
three parallel horizontal lines 
and 3 vanishing point lines. 
The horizontal lines should be 
perpendicular to the vertical 
lines.

Technical Process 2 - One Point



Two-point perspective has 
three parallel vertical lines, 
three vanishing points to the 
left side and three vanishing 
point lines to the right side.

Technical Process 2 - Two Point



Technical Process 2 - Three Point

Three-point perspective has a 
total of nine vanishing point 
lines. These connect together 
to form the image, no two 
lines will be parallel to each 
other with this rule in place.



The development of this piece 

involved first drawing the piece using 

pencil and then adding shading using 

charcoal. Adding shading to the image 

shows where shadows should be 

shown. I used the charcoal by drawing 

the charcoal near the edges and 

rubbing it across the page to make the 

charcoal fade to white.

Technical Process 3



Technical Process 4

Monoprinting is where you cover a piece 
of plastic in ink; the ink has to have a 
matte finish to ensure that the 
monoprint isn’t blotchy. Next, you place a 
piece of newsprint on top of the plastic 
sheet covered in ink and place the 
photograph over the top of that. Then 
you will draw over the pictures lines to 
transfer the ink from the plastic onto the 
newsprint. This creates very dark lines 
which are good for contrasting against 
the white of the paper. You can shade by 
pressing down on the paper, the more 
pressure you put onto the page, the 
more ink transfers over.



Technical Process 4

This is another monoprinting exercise, this time, I took 2.5, 5 and 10 minutes 
to produce one monoprint to show the development of my monoprinting. 
The first I did took 10 minutes, the next 5, the next 2.5 and the final took 10 
minutes again to see how I had improved from the first time I did the task.. 
The image on the top right is the original image of Westminster. The image 
on the top left took 10 minutes and is fairly scribbly and although you can 
kind of tell what it is, it's far from the best monoprint produced. The next one 
along; in the middle on the right, took 5 minutes and like with the first 10 
minute monoprint, the lines are scribbly but more shading has been added 
even if I didn’t draw the whole image. I did however add detail in the water 
which creates a tonal quality. The 4th image; on the bottom left, took 2.5 
minutes to produce and it only follows the outline of the building but I had 
again added the water. The final image; on the bottom right, is the second 10 
minute monoprint. This is much improved from my 10 minute v1 image as it 
includes more detail along with a more detailed sky, as it follows a single 
direction.



The drawing here was drawn in pencil and shaded 
using Charcoal. This is a black and white version 
of what my final piece would look like. After 
adding the charcoal, it is rubbed into the page in 
the direction of the vanishing points. I then clear 
up the lines using an eraser.

The piece I have created  follows my primary and 
secondary sources. The top part follows Drew 
Etienne's work in the random nature of the 
object placements, and the neat style that he 
uses. The bottom part follows my primary source 
as it conveys the pillars and a path similar to 
those in my picture.

Technical Process 5



The image shown here is my final piece. It shows 
a variety of colours and you can see how it 
relates to both my primary source - a the bottom 
it shows the pillars. In the whole image you can 
see how it relates to my secondary sources by 
Drew Etienne. 

The creation of this piece involved first drawing 
the image with pencil and a ruler using 2 point 
perspective. After this, I painted the image to add 
colour using the drawn lines. This entailed mixing 
colours to create the desired effect. I chose to 
use bright colours as this is what Drew Etienne 
does throughout much of his work, most notably, 
a peice called Cold Fusion.

Technical Process 6



Unit 3 - PO1
Understand the traditional industry techniques and 

processes.



P1 - Traditional Techniques in 
Games
In the video game design industry, using traditional drawing techniques helps a 

lot when it comes to the transferral of ideas between the designers, artists and 

developers. A designer will develop their idea of the game and have a rough idea 

of what they want the game to look like. After that, an artist will develop on the 

idea and produce better quality drawings. By using perspective drawings, the 

artist can get a feel for the 3D qualities of the artwork they will be producing - 

whether it be a sprite or 3D model. Using mono printing can help the artist see 

the tonal qualities and shadows in the piece they will be creating.

All types of traditional techniques will make the jobs of modellers and artists 

much easier.



Drawing

In games design, creating concept art is a good way to explain your idea. If somebody has an 

idea for how they want the game to look, it's easier to draw it out than to explain it to a 3D 
modeller or asset artist. By doing this, you leave less room for deviation from your idea and 
that means that the game will stay true to how you want it to look. In a bigger games studio, 
designated concept artists will generate the initial artwork which will be passed to other 
departments to create the actual assets such as characters, environments, buildings or other 
assets. In a smaller studio, a specific concept artist might not be used and instead, the assets 
created will be created without concept art - this is only sometimes however as most solo 
developers will do this for themselves and more so in pairs or people working in groups as big 
as 5.



In this piece by Drew Etienne called Cold Future, the artist has created a 

two-point perspective painting. The piece appears to have been hand 
drawn and painted. The style is quite modern, this may be due to it being 
recently made. The piece creates a conflicting atmosphere, between the 
light and the darkness, this may cause an uncertain mood to develop 
within the viewer. The age range that this piece appeals to is probably 
millennials. This can be associated with a game like Mirror's Edge due to 
its simplistic nature and solid colour. Another game it can be associated 
with is Wipeout due to its use of  solid colours and a futuristic style; as 
envisioned by people in the ‘60s.

P2 - Perspective Research



In this piece by M.C. Escher called Relativity, the artist has created a 

perspective drawing using multiple vanishing points. The piece has been 
hand drawn, probably with a pencil. The style is traditional, and given the 
time period in which this was drawn, this is expected. The piece shows a 
darkened theme due to its lack of colour. The amount of detail included and 
the texture of the drawing both add to the traditional style. Alongside this, 
it creates an atmosphere of confusion when a viewer looks at it properly, 
due to everything being in a different orientation. This piece can be 
associated with Fez due to Fez’s use of multiple perspectives and a 2D 
environment shown in a 3D world, it's a game where what you see isn’t 
quite what it seems; as with this piece by M.C. Escher.

P2 - Perspective Research



P3 - Artist Links

Mirror’s Edge uses a 
similar style to the one 
used by Drew Etienne in 
his work. You can see the 
uses of solid colour and 
futurism in both Mirror’s 
Edge and Cold Future.



P3 - Artist Links

Visually, you can see the links 
between M.C. Escher’s work and 
the work done by the Monument 
Valley team. Although Monument 
Valley uses the same perspective 
style, it uses colour and shadows in 
a different way.



P3 - Artist Links

The artists I am referencing in my artwork are Drew Etienne and the games 

Monument Valley and Mirror’s Edge. Etienne’s work uses a lot of perspective in 

its clean style. This mimics the style of Mirror’s Edge too due to its clean, flat 

colour style. Monument Valley is linked due to its use of 2 point perspective 

throughout the entire game.

These visual links played a huge role in all my artwork produced and by taking 

inspiration from them, it has helped improve not only the quality of my work but 

what I was attempting to convey through the different technical processes.



Rule of Thirds

The rule of thirds is an artistic guideline which relates to 
separating a visual image into a 3x3 grid. This is to aid 
composition of an image to make it more visually appealing.



Diagonal Rule

The diagonal rule is a rule to aid composition of an artistic 
creation by lining objects up with imaginary diagonal lines 
across the image.



Triangle Rule

The triangle rule is another compositional method used in 
visual media. This rule requires the user to line up their work 
with a line spanning corner to corner. This works well for 
images with a diagonal line within them.



Golden Ratio

The golden ratio is a method of composition relating splitting 
a rectangle into a ratio of 1:1.61803398874989… and then 
splitting the smaller triangle into that ratio for any amount of 
deviation. This divides the image up.



Section 2
P02 - Identify and create work from primary and 

secondary sources



P4 - Primary and Secondary 
Sources



P4 - Primary and Secondary 
Sources
Primary Sources are where you, yourself, gather information - in this case images - from real life. This can be from memories 

or from images collected.

Secondary Sources therefore, are the complete opposite. It is where you gather information from a friend or the internet, 

the images didn't originate from you.

M.C Escher's Relativity is an imagined landscape with a strong sense of perspective, because of this, he is more likely to have 

used primary sources over secondary. The details you can see in the artwork suggest that he has had real life experience with 

the objects which he is drawing. He could have also secondary sources such as other people's photographs. I say this because 

Cameras at the time were likely black and white just like how his images are.

The contemporary artist that I chose was Drew Etienne and his piece Cold Future. To create this, he could have used a 

collection of primary and secondary sources. For primary, he could have looked at and taken pictures of 3D shapes for 

different angles.

For secondary, he could have used work by other contemporary artists who have a similar, clean style.



Advantage of Sources (P5)

When creating artwork, using various sources helps you 
create the piece you are making. By using others’ work or real 
life imagery, you can gather inspiration which will help 
produce better quality artwork. Primary sources are good 
because you get to choose exactly what you see whereas with 
secondary sources, you get what somebody else wanted.



Artwork Made Using Sources (P6)

The top part of my work follows the same style as 
shown in Drew Etienne’s Cold Fusion. This is 
where I have drawn inspiration from.

The bottom part of my work pertains my primary 
source of a location in my town. I have drawn the 
pillars shown - on a different angle.



Artwork Made Using Sources (P6)

The whole piece is similar to what is shown on the 
left. The image draws inspiration from its use of 
perspective when it conveys 3D, although, mine is 
1 point and Etienne’s is 2 point.

Some of my work here contains elements from the 
image to the right.



Section 3
P03 - Produce Work in Two Dimensions Using a Wide 

Range of Media



3 Artwork with 5 Media (P7)

Perspective Drawing - Pencil

Imagined Landscape - Charcoal

Primary Source - Printmaking

Secondary Source - Drawing

Colour Outcome - Painting



Perspective Drawing



Primary Source



Colour Outcome



Section 4
P04 - Demonstrate an understanding of colour, value, 

light and shade



Value, Light and Shade

Direction of Light - is the orientation at which the light goes from the source to an object in 
the scene.
Light Source - is what illuminates the objects within an artistic scene.
Highlights - are the lightest parts included on a piece of art including a lightsource. These 
often add a roundness to objects within the scene.
Midtones - are the parts of the image with some light hitting them but not a lot. These aren’t 
ever black nor white but instead somewhere in the middle.

Light Source

Midtones

Highlights

Direction of Light



Value, Light and Shade

Object Surface - is the object’s texture. Different textures will react to light differently.
Absorption - is a way in which an object reacts to the light, absorption is where an object 
doesn’t reflect much light, giving it a matte look.
Reflection - is the opposite of absorption, this is where the object bounces light back creating 
lighter areas, like highlights.
Shadows - are dark patches where light has been blocked. This adds depth to the image.
Core Shadow - is a dark band where light and shadow meet. This is affect the least by light 
and therefore is the darkest point.
Occlusion shadow - is the shadow created by the light being blocked from hitting an object.
Cast shadow - is the shadow created by an object.

Cast Shadow
Object Surface

Shadows
Core Shadow

Reflection

Absorption
Occlusion Shadow



Value, Light and Shade

Lighting and Shading - are the tones which an artist uses to produce the sense of a light 
source. This is where highlights and shadows come from.
Chiaroscuro - is to do with the contrast between light and dark areas in a piece of artwork.
Cross hatching - is a method of producing shade through marking the paper with lines which 
cross over each other.
Smudging - is a technique where an artist uses their finger to blend multiple shades together 
and make the lighting smoother.
Shading and Erasing - is where an artist adds a heavy tone to a piece and rubs some out with 
an eraser to create lighter tones.

Lighting

Shading Chiaroscuro 

Cross hatching

Smudging

Shading and Erasing



Value, Light and Shade

Light bounce - is the light that bounces off the surface of an 
object which provides a softer looking image
Key light - is the main source of lighting in an image. This can 
be one of the other lighting types or from an external source 
such as a lamp or the
Fill light - is light which is used to soften shadows created by 
the main light source.
Rim light - is light that surrounds an object around its edges. 
This happens when a light source is behind the object.



Traditional Art Techniques (P8)

Escher is a good example for using value, light 
and shade within his work, however, he doesn’t 
use colour. In his work you can see how he has 
used crosshatching to produce shade. The 
image shows multiple lighting sources and 
uses a wide range of shadows to create the 
illusion of 3D. In the piece, you can see how 
different materials absorb light in different 
ways and the way in which he presents a sense 
of 3D using highlights, midtones and shadows 
within his work.



Contemporary Art Techniques 
(P8)

Drew Etienne’s work uses a wide variety of 
techniques when it comes to lighting, value, 
shade and colour. This image shows only one 
light source and how each object in the scene 
absorbs light in different ways. As you can see, 
in the image, Etienne has used chiaroscuro in 
his painting, primarily in the bottom right 
corner where the black contrasts with the blue 
box. He has also added what seems to be the 
source of light in the yellow sky of his artwork.



Primary, Secondary and Tertiary 
Colours (P9 + 10)
Primary colours are colours which can’t be created by mixing 
two other colours, these are red yellow and blue.

Secondary colours are made from mixing any combination of 
the three primary colours together. Such as red and blue 
making purple and yellow and blue making green.

Tertiary colours are colours made from mixing any 
combination of colours together. These are the likes of 
magenta which is made from red and purple.



Creating Art Using Colour (P11)

The painting to the left 

shows how I have used 

light by drawing 

different shades of each 

colour, adding a layer of 

depth to my image.


